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ABSTRACT

Restless multi-armed bandits (RMABs) are widely used for resource allocation in
dynamic environments, but they typically do not consider fairness implications.
This paper introduces a fairness-aware approach for offline RMABs. We propose
a Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence-based fairness metric to quantify the discrep-
ancy between the selected and the overall population. This is incorporated as
a regularizer into the soft whittle index optimization. We evaluate our fairness-
aware algorithm on a real-world RMAB dataset where initial results suggest that
our approach can potentially improve fairness while preserving solution quality.

1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Restless multi-armed bandits (RMABs) have emerged as a powerful framework for optimizing re-
source allocation in dynamic environments with applications like machine maintenance (Abbou &
Makis, 2019), anti-poaching (Qian et al., 2016), healthcare (Verma et al., 2023; Deo et al., 2013).
Here, we study fairness in the context of offline RMAB problems with unknown transition dynamics
but with given correlated arm features. Such problems are solved by learning the relation between
arm features and transition dynamics to predict the dynamics to proceed to planning.

Wang et al. (2023) proposed a decision focused learning (DFL) solution for approaching this prob-
lem using a soft whittle index solution for planning which outperformed other baselines. However,
the resulting allocation has no considerations of fairness. We propose Kullback–Leibler (KL) di-
vergence between the total population versus the selected on the basis of their distribution across a
sensitive feature(s) to capture the disparity between these two distributions as a measure of fairness.
We incorporate this metric as a regularizer in the optimization in soft whittle index policy. This reg-
ularization produces a fairness constrained optimisation in soft topk selection in soft whittle index
policy, thereby, making RMAB fair.

There have been efforts towards incorporating fairness in RMAB but they are not extendable to deci-
sion focused learning. Zehlike et al. (2017) presented a fair top-k algorithm which could potentially
be incorporated post whittle index computation but since this version of top-k is not differentiable,
it cannot be extended to contexts such as Wang et al. (2023). Killian et al. (2023) proposed a group
level equitable objective optimisation for RMAB but this method provides guarantee on computed
valuation, not action on a group of arms. Li & Varakantham (2022b)’s work on soft fairness fights
starvation of arms but does not provide guarantee on the arms (groups) either. Li & Varakantham
(2022a) and Herlihy et al. (2023) mandate a minimum probability for all groups but this does not
balance the representation among the selected arms.

With integrated fairness in RMAB, we experimented on a real-world RMAB dataset pertaining to
the scheduling of service calls for improving maternal and child health, as managed by ARMMAN
(ARMMAN, 2008). Fairness here was assessed based on the ARMMAN recognized sensitive fea-
ture of income. We compared our fairness-aware algorithm to a baseline approach in importance
sampling-based evaluation. While the baseline method achieved slightly superior performance, it
exhibited degraded fairness. Conversely, our fairness-aware approach achieved lower performance
but with substantially improved fairness. These early assessments present a promising trade-off
between the two objectives that can be maneuvered per the system requirement.
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Figure 1: System Overview

Restless Multi-Armed Bandits (RMAB): The RMAB model here has N independent arms where
each arm is a 2-action Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined as {S, A, R, P}. S is the state space,
A is the action space, R is the reward function R : S × A × S → R, P is the transition probability
P (s, a, s′) where (s, s′) ∈ S, a ∈ A. The policy function Π : S → A maps states to action. We
adopt the Whittle solution approach for solving the RMAB followed by top K selection (figure:1).
The whittle index is the infimum amount of extra reward that would make the planner indifferent
among the actions. We employ the soft whittle index by (Wang et al., 2023) using soft top k selection
instead of the top k algorithm, making the approach deployable in a decision focused learning setup.
KL Divergence: We introduce KL divergence as a regularizer in the optimization in soft top k
algorithm. DFL requires a differentiable pathway for backpropagation. KL divergence is compatible
to this requirement due to its inherent differentiability. The soft top k selection is built on optimal
transport formulation (refer (Xie et al., 2020) for details) to which we add a regularizer here:

Γ∗,ϵ,λ = argmin
Γ≥0

< C,Γ > +ϵ ∗H(Γ) + λ ∗KLD s.t. Γ1m = µ,ΓT 1n = v

where KLD = KL Divergence([ui]i, [vi]i), ui refers to overall population’s proportion in category
i and vi refers to selected population’s proportion in category i of sensitive feature. C is the measure
of need (cost) quantified as whittle index and Γ signifies whether a resource is allocated.

Experiment: We experimented with ARMMAN data1 with income as the sensitive attribute. The
beneficiaries (arms) are modeled as 2-state 2-action MDP, states as Engaging and Non-Engaging
based on engagement with ARMMAN in a week. The action is active if a live service call is pro-
vided, otherwise passive. Given state s, action a, the reward is the engagement state R(s, a) = s
where the objective is to maximize expected reward over all beneficiaries in the long term, under the
constraint of maximum K live service calls allowed due to limited budget of the NGO. We measure
the solution quality with importance sampling as described in Wang et al. (2023). We experimented
with λ to threshold fair regularization in optimisation, and found that without much decrease in
performance, there was decrease in KL divergence, thereby, increasing fairness as presented:

Figure 2: x-axis: λ. y-axis: solution quality, predictive loss, and KL divergence moving left to right.

3 CONCLUSION

This paper moves towards fairness in offline RMAB problems with unknown transition dynam-
ics incorporating fairness constraints using Kullback-Leibler divergence. Our approach remains
compatible with the Decision Focused Learning solution for RMAB. Early-stage experiments on a
real-world Restless Multi-Armed Bandit dataset demonstrate that our fairness-aware algorithm can
be potentially harnessed to improve fairness with minimal impact on solution quality.

1More details about the dataset can be found in subsection ’Real Dataset’ in Wang et al. (2023)
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